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Overview 

•  Building Energy Codes & Certification in Context 

•  Types of Codes & Compliance 

•  Types of Certification 
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Building Energy Codes Context 

•  Building Energy Efficiency Codes 

•  Policy Targets: Low-zero & positive energy buildings 

•  Integrated Planning & Design, district heating-cooling 

•  Building Design: Bio-Climatic, Bio-Positive, Adaptive, 
Resilience & integrated solar thermal & P.V. 

•  High-Efficiency envelope, heating & cooling technologies 

•  Compliance enforcement, monitoring and reporting 

•  Life-cycle Approach to greening the Value-Chain, labeling & 
MEPS 

•  Behavior Change 

•  <30%  - 70% 

•  <79% 

•  <30% 

•  <30% 

•  <30-50% 

•  <50% of legally req.  

•  US$+50 to -$250/MtCO2 

•  <40% 
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STRATEGY	 SAVINGS	

<100%	to	+ve	

Source:	IPCC	AR5	



Types of Code & Compliance 

Prescriptive: 

•  Set specific energy performance requirements on individual building components (i.e. walls, ceiling, 
insulation, ventilation and windows) 

•  Compliance is predominantly checked through reviewing the building design against prescribed 
requirements. 

Simple Trade-Off: 

•  Specific rules on overall performance values such as U-Value to typically to allow trade-offs 
between elements of the building envelope such as trading off less efficient insulation for more 
efficient windows. 

•  Compliance is predominantly checked through reviewing the building design against prescribed 
requirements or compliance tools that help to calculate the overall mandatory performance level is 
being achieved. Points systems are also sometimes used where points are assigned, depending on 
the components used. 
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Types of Code & Compliance 

Performance-Based: 

•  Typically sets an energy performance requirement for the whole building such as kWh/m2.  A 
proposed design is run in building energy simulation software to simulate energy use, which is 
compared either to a reference building or to a specified target  

•  Compliance is commonly checked by comparing the predicted energy performance of a design with 
a model of energy use in a reference building of a certain type.  

Outcome-Based Code: 

•  Requires demonstration that the actual energy use of a building in operation meets the energy 
performance requirements of the code.  Few full-scale examples of this as yet. 

•  Compliance could be recognized through the awarding of energy performance certificates, or 
through mandatory disclosure programs. 
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How	
comprehensive	
and	frequent	are	
the	inspecIons?	
	

Implementation Process 
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Design Review: Ensures 
the proposed design meets 
code requirements 

On-site inspections: 
Verifies building materials 
and labels with the proposed 
design, and checks 
installation quality 

Commissioning: End-of-
pipe tests check for proper 
installation & compliant 
operation 

•  Local	governments	play	a	key	role	in	enforcing	the	
building	energy	codes.	

•  Codes	have	become	more	stringent	and	complex	
over	Ime,	which	can	make	implementaIon	more	
difficult	–	important	to	keep	it	simple	

	
•  Compliance	soQware	can	be	an	important	tool	to	

mainstream	compliance.	
	
•  Building	material	tesIng,	raIng	and	labeling	

consItute	an	important	component	of	any	
building	energy	code	system.	

•  Blower-door tests (U.S. for commercial buildings; France) 
•  Commissioning of HVAC equipment  
•  Energy auditing requirements (Korea) 



Energy Performance Assessment & 
Certification 

“…overarching frameworks which govern the evaluation, comparison, and labeling of a building’s energy efficiency 
are called “performance assessment systems”. 

“Performance,” usually expressed as relative efficiency, refers to the responsible use of energy.  

“Rating” refers to the methodology or tool used for the efficiency evaluation;  

The result of such an evaluation is a “score”. The physical product relating this score is a building “label” – or 
Certificate. 
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Source:	IMT,	2013	

No international consensus 
on terminology or 
methodology. 
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all values are grouped (this is illustrated in Figure 7). Energy 
performance on a continuous scale could be any number (usually a 
consumption figure) in a given range, while on a discrete scale 
performance falls into only a few categories (often from A to G) of 
relative performance. These two scale types are simply design choices, 
but the difference can affect the success of entire policies. Research 
from the European Union, for example, suggests a continuous scale 
proves to be more confusing to homeowners in Europe (IDEAL  2012). 
 
Relative and absolute standards can appear with either a continuous or 
discrete scale (see Table 4). The American HERS rating scale is a 
continuous scale using a relative standard—homes are placed on a 
number line which represents a percentile of relative performance. 
Germany’s Energieausweis and France’s DPE are based on absolute 
consumption numbers, but the former uses a continuous scale and the 
latter a discrete one. And the EPC scale from the UK is split into lettered 
categories which represent performance relative to a benchmark 
emissions rates. 
 
Table 4: Examples of metrics using combinations of different 
standards and scales.  

 Relative Standard Absolute Standard 

Continuous 
Scale 

 
HERS (U.S.)* 

 
Energieausweis (Germany) 

Discrete 
Scale 

 
EPC (UK)  

DPE (France) 

Source: CA-EBPD Country Reports 2010. 
 
Continuous scales allow for better differentiation of the best and worst 
energy performers since these buildings’ scores are not lumped 
together in broadly inclusive categories of relative performance 
(ASHRAE 2009). Yet it is more difficult to illustrate comparative 
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Table 1: Energy performance assessment terminology worldwide  

 Australia Canada China E.U. U.S. 

Assessment 
system Rating Labeling Rating Certification 

Benchmarking; 
Rating 

Evaluation 
methodology Rating Rating Rating Rating Rating 

Result of 
evaluation Rating; Score 

Rating; 
Score 

Rating Class; Rating Rating; Score 

Physical 
product of 

assessment 
Label Label Label 

Label; 
Certificate 

Label; Rating; 
Statement 

Note: Analysis based on IMT analysis of terminological reference in research papers, official 
documents, and actual energy labels. 

2.3 System Components 
Determining the energy performance of a building is in many ways a 
subjective process. Semantic distinctions of what critical terms like 
“energy” refer to end up dramatically affecting the evaluation process 
and therefore how efficient a building is deemed to be. When 
performance evaluation becomes an official policy, however, these 
kinds of definitions are codified, either explicitly or implicitly. The 
definition and calculation methodology of these variables are 
paramount for understanding differences and categorizing systems.  
 
By analyzing the policies and methodologies for energy performance 
assessment in the countries included in this paper, we have created a 
means of classification for such systems (see Appendix). The 
classification is based on six fundamental components which impact 
assessment and are chosen or not chosen when systems are created. 
The components proposed here are:  
 

� Quantifying Consumption 
� Energy Measurement 
� Floor Area  
� Building Type 
� Comparability Metric 
� End Uses 



Basic Components  
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All certification systems have 6 basic components: 

1.  Quantification of Energy consumption (Measured or Simulated) 

2.  Energy Measurement Methodology (Total, Delivered or Final Energy) 

3.  Floor Area  (Conditioned or Conditioned + Unconditioned) – (Rentable, Gross or Net) 

4.  Building Type (New/Existing; Pubic/Private; Residential – SF or MF/Non-Residential 

5.  Comparability Metric (Absolute Reference eg zero kWh/m2 or Relative to code/average etc) 

6.  End Uses (HVAC, Lighting, Plug Loads, DHW etc) 



Example Rating & Disclosure: Australia 
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Mandatory	 d i sc losure	 of	 EE	
performance	 at	 sale	 or	 lease	 for	
commercial	 office	 space	 >2000m2	

(Building	 EE	 Disclosure	 Act	 2010).	
Issuance	 of	 a	 Building	 EE	 CerIficate	
before	sale,	lease	or	sub-lease.	

Voluntary	RaCngs	
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Online Policy Tools 
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Hosted	by:	

www.gbpn.org 

GBPN
Global Buildings Performance Network

Building Policies for a Better World



Implementing Actions 
1.  Stock Taking 
 
2.  Scenario analysis & Goal setting 
 
3.  Implementation Support & Capacity Building 

GBPN
Global Buildings Performance Network

Building Policies for a Better World



Stock-Taking 

EU	–	Building	Stock	&	Code	Data	

InternaConal	RaCng	&	Disclosure	Policy	Database	



Scenario Analysis & Goal Setting 
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Coming	Soon:		

MRV	Base-Line	&	Scenario	Tool	for	
Building	Energy	Related	GHG	emissions	

This	tool	enables	you	to	interacCvely	compare	
your	situaCon	with	modeled	data	for	three	
possible	energy	miCgaCon	scenarios	for	the	
building	sector,	globally	and	per	region	up	to	
2050.	Enables	analysis	by	building	type,	vintage	
&	climate	zone.	
Includes	open	source	data-sets.	



Implementation Support & Capacity 
Building 
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GBPN
Global Buildings Performance Network

Building Policies for a Better World

Thank you! 
Let’s stay in touch … 
Consult our web site: www.gbpn.org 
Follow us on Twitter: @GBPNetwork 

Send us an email: pg@gbpn.org 
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www.gbpn.org/laboratory/building-energy-codes-portal	



Best Codes still struggle to Implement 
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•  Define	a	clear	governance	structure	and	insCtuConal	arrangement	
•  Define	funding	mechanisms	to	secure	financial	resources	
•  Decide	on	compliance	and	evaluaCon	methodologies	and	indicators	
•  Involve	stakeholders	and	market-actors	
	



Best Codes are revised toward targets 

19 

Best	performing	jurisdicCons	set	Long-term	targets,	
implementaCon	road-maps	and	scheduled	revisions	–	this	
requires	consensus	building	and	stakeholder	involvement.			



Best Codes take a Holistic Approach 
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Integrated	design	can	increase	savings	
potenCal	by	about	30%	compared	with	
incremental	approaches	…	but	requires	
supporCng	tools	and	data.	
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Best Practice Residential Renovation 
Policy Packages 



Best Renovation Policy Packages 
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6 Basic Components 
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3. Classification Criteria 

3.1 Quantifying Consumption 
The most fundamental and commonly acknowledged distinction among 

performance assessment systems is how energy use is quantified. 

Energy consumption figures are generated in one of two ways: They are 

calculated through modeling software or recorded from actual utility 

bills. The former approach is carried out with a standard set of building 

energy use characteristics or a tailored set particular to the building in 

question; the latter approach can be normalized for use characteristics, 

like weather and occupancy patterns, that would otherwise skew 

building performance (Figure 1). This process of producing energy data 

for performance assessment distinguishes different rating types. 

 

 

Figure 1: Options for Quantifying Consumption   
 

Methodologies that simulate energy use are referred to as calculated 

ratings or asset ratings.
5
 The word “asset” is intended to highlight the 

rating as reflective of the inherent energy-performance properties of 

the physical object of the building itself, as opposed to the dynamic and 

variable processes of building operation. This measure of building 

energy consumption is based on approved building modeling algorithms 

or software (also known as predictive design tools) to simulate energy 

consumption using inputs for physical and operational characteristics of 

the buildings (e.g., floor area and occupancy, respectively). When these 

inputs are standard values,
6
 the assessment represents the energy 

performance of a building under standardized conditions and is often 

called a standard energy rating 
7
 (IEE-CENSE). With inputs tailored to a 

specific building, a so-called tailored energy rating is valuable in cases 

where a building is designed for non-standard use or has a unique mix 

of space types with variable use patterns (Cohen 2004).  

 

A methodology based on actual energy consumption is commonly called 

a measured rating due to the fact that energy use is not estimated but 

counted by utility meters. Since this approach indicates the efficiency of 

a building while in operation, it is also referred to as an operational 

                                                 
5 Other synonyms include predictive rating, demand rating, or theoretical rating. 
6 These standard values are unique to each system, so add another layer of 
complexity to comparing different calculated ratings. 
7 A standard rating applied to an unbuilt building, performed in the design phase 
pre-occupancy, is called a “design energy rating”.  

1	
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3.2 Energy Measurement 
Inherent in evaluating building energy use is a definition for what 

constitutes consumption—determining from where along the utility 

supply chain energy use is measured. Most rating tools measure total 

energy: the amount expended at the building site as well as losses in the 

generation and transmission processes. Which individual loads (e.g., 

heating, appliances) are typically included is discussed later (Section 

2.8). Others, especially when evaluating actual usage data, measure 

delivered energy: the amount consumed by the building at the meter 

level. Most rating systems will take into account the net energy 

consumed by subtracting any on-site production. Some account for final 

energy, which is a measure of the actual consumption value from a 

building’s end uses, and site-generated energy (Figure 2). 

 

 
Figure 2: Energy Measurement options  

 

Both IEA (International Energy Agency) and ASTM (formerly American 

Society for Testing and Materials) define total energy as the amount of 

fuel that is required to operate a building and incorporates energy 

consumed by the production of electricity as well as losses due to 

transmission and delivery. To connote the inclusion of the energy losses 

between the point of origin and point of use, total energy is also 

referred to as source energy in the U.S. In the EU, energy is described as 

either primary (fuel energy) or secondary (converted from fuel energy). 

Measuring building energy use in primary energy is fundamentally the 

same as using total (or source) energy, because both count the fuel 

resources consumed in energizing a building. Measuring consumption 

with secondary energy is rare since it accounts only for units of 

converted fuel rather than all resources consumed at the building site. 

 

Delivered energy refers to the energy supplied to a building system to 

satisfy its end uses. It is also called demand energy since, for 

performance assessment purposes, it measures the energy consumed at 

the building level or past the point it crosses the system boundary. 

Delivered energy is not to be confused with final energy, which is used, 

largely in the EU, to describe the ultimate amount of energy consumed 

at a building’s individual end uses. It is therefore also commonly called 
useful energy.

9
  

 

                                                 
9 Certain publications have used the terms bought energy or consumed energy as 
well, although delivered energy itself is commonly measured by the energy “bought” 
through a building’s utility bills. 
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Some assessments also measure the energy contribution of on-site 
generation in these calculations. Non-renewable energy sources 
converted on-site will be taken into account, affecting the delivered but 
not total energy figure. On-site renewables are generally included, 
although the EU’s official standards let individual countries make that 
decision. A further breakdown of energy use distinguishes net energy 
from delivered by subtracting the energy produced on site and supplied 
back to the grid. 
 
The chosen energy type that is evaluated in an assessment system 
depends ultimately on local policy objectives. A system which uses 
delivered or final energy is more likely to appeal to the economic 
sensibilities of end users who can control what they use. One which 
uses total energy is more likely to send a broader environmental 
message on the impact of building energy use. Still, it is common for an 
assessment system to use different energy types in combination. In 
China’s MOHURD system, all energy labels include scores based on both 
delivered and total energy; Energy Star in the U.S. and NABERS in 
Australia use a measured rating to evaluate delivered energy but the 
tools extrapolate from that a total energy figure which is used to 
calculate a building’s score. 
 

3.3 Floor Area Measurement 
Buildings are almost universally quantified in floor area, but assessment 
systems, and corresponding national industry standards, measure this 
differently. For any particular rating, building area can be defined 
exclusively as conditioned floor space or as a combined figure including 
both conditioned and unconditioned space. Thereafter, the space can 
be measured in gross, net, or rentable square feet. Different 
jurisdictions have their own requirements for what is counted in each of 
these measurement types. 

 

 
Figure 3: Floor Area options  
 
Unfortunately, there are often manifold definitions of these floor area 
measures—even within single countries or for particular assessment 
systems.10 Specific space inclusions are spelled out in detail by national 
building codes, standardizing bodies (e.g. ASTM, CEN) or building 

                                                 
10 There are also definitions codified by tools and systems. The BASIX system in New 
South Wales, for example, excludes bathrooms, garages, and other spaces from its 
measure of conditioned area (www.basix.nsw.gov.au). 
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Energieausweis system uses so-called “net gross” floor area: the sum of 
all areas treated thermally within a building minus the interior and 
exterior walls (Cohen et al 2007). 

Rentable floor area, also called “lettable” or “leasable” area, represents 
the revenue-generating space within a building. There are variations in 
types of rentable floor area calculations, particularly in the treatment of 
common spaces and service areas. Rentable area is particularly relevant 
for rating tools covering large multi-tenant, non-residential, and large 
multifamily buildings; and has the pro-business benefit of aligning with 
common terminology in the commercial real estate sector. Australia’s 
NABERS program is designed for rentable floor area, but measures differ 
by building type. Hotels are sized by number of guests; homes by 
number of occupants. NABERS offers unique space type-related labels, 
too. This promotes accountability and removes market barriers to 
disclosing efficiency scores. 

  
Whatever the measure of building size, or its approximation, alignment 
with industry standards is of critical importance. Part of the difficulty 
lies in the incorporation of floor area into other aspects of performance 
assessment. For example, if a database of surveyed buildings’ 
consumption is used as the metric of comparison (see Sec. 2.7), the size 
of those buildings should be measured in the same way. 

 

3.4 Building Type 
The methodologies behind efficiency evaluation are tailored to 
particular building types. Building age, ownership, and use pose unique 
challenges which affect assessment design. For example, on a practical 
level, it is impossible to measure energy consumption in a building that 
has yet to be constructed. On a mechanical level, energy consumption 
patterns in non-residential buildings are vastly different from those in 
residential ones. From a political perspective, the nature of what energy 
uses are publicized in an efficiency score can be a sensitive privacy issue 
for private homes or public facilities. Given these considerations, it is 
important to note what types of buildings are evaluated by a particular 
system. This classification covers three main distinctions for a building 
type: new or existing; private or public; and non-residential, residential 
single-family or multifamily (Figure 5). 
  

 
Figure 5: Building Type Options 
(“MF” is Multifamily;12 SF is single-family) 

                                                 
12There are many definitions of “multifamily” in the jurisdictions studied. But, 
in any case, there is always a distinction between single- and multifamily stock. 
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performance. Discrete scales are a challenge for performance assessors 
and raters. If a property’s performance lies near the border between 
categories, for example, it is possible for different evaluators to assign a 
dramatically different performance with only slightly different results. 
 

3.6 End Uses 
Energy performance assessment systems do not always evaluate every 
activity which consumes energy in a building. An end use in this sense 
refers to a type of activity or process which ultimately consumes energy 
in a building. It can also be described as energy need or energy load. 
Broadly speaking, the major building end use types are cooling, hot 
water heating, heating, lighting, mechanical ventilation, and plug and 
process loads (Figure 8). The end uses evaluated in an assessment 
system can be a major distinguishing factor.  

 

 
Figure 8:  Energy End Use options 
(DHW is Domestic Hot Water) 
 
End uses are defined in numerous standards, largely with international 
consensus. The definitions with least consistency are plug loads and 
process loads. Often the two are lumped together to include anything 
not accounted for in the other five categories, covering uses as diverse 
as cooking appliances, computers, elevators, and refrigeration 
equipment.18 The distinction is less relevant in this study, as the systems 
analyzed included or ignored the pair together. 
 
The conventional delineation distinguishes between end uses which are 
essential to building operations and those which are more subject to 
occupant behavior.  In the US, the distinction is drawn by which end 
uses are regulated in most energy codes and standards: thus, the terms 
regulated and unregulated energy are common. In Europe and 
elsewhere, the distinction is between energy used for heating and 
cooling a space--thermal energy—and everything else (electrical or 
mechanical energy). Both terminologies describe the same principle, but 

                                                 
18 According to U.S. Department of Energy, ASHRAE, and the Center for the Built 
Environment at UC-Berkeley, plug loads are a subset of process loads. Process loads 
constitute any energy uses which are not essential to building function, such as 
appliances, elevators, or industrial equipment. plug loads are uniquely powered by 
traditional AC outlets—generally encompassing appliances and personal electronic 
devices (CBECS 2010). 
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overly-complicating the analysis. There are varying definitions of what 
constitutes “commercial” space—in certain business environments, 
multifamily residential buildings would qualify—so here we have opted 
for “non-residential”, a term which covers a broad set of uses. Although 
specific rating methodologies vary based on the fundamental 
differences in space uses, the systems analyzed here subject all non-
residential building types to the same type of assessment (ie. using the 
same standard for floor area, energy type, comparability, etc.). 
 

3.5 Comparability Metric 
Any assessment system needs a metric of comparison in order for 
efficiency scores to be relevant. There are two types of standards of 
comparison. An absolute reference point is based on a single objective 
number; a relative reference point is based on the performance of peer 
buildings. This benchmark can be constructed in two different ways: 
derived from either statistical data analysis (a statistical standard) or 
from a hypothetical building with a particular energy profile (a 
simulated standard). A simulated building, in turn, can be created 
according to the characteristics of a typical building in the market, a 
building built to minimum codes, or some other customized condition 
(Figure 6). 

 

 
Figure 6: Comparability Metric options 
 
Building performance systems using an absolute13 standard are defined 
in reference to a single value, providing a common metric for diverse 
buildings. Systems in Germany, France, Ireland14 and Denmark use an 
absolute reference point of zero kWh per square meter. An absolute 
standard is better suited to a policy stance highlighting an end goal (like 
Net Zero Energy). It is useful in jurisdictions where there is an energy 
performance requirement or thermal regulation (the latter term is 
common in Europe, where such schemes usually govern only 
heating/cooling systems). For example, in Denmark the energy 
performance assessment system is pegged to consumption rates 
defined in the Danish Building Regulation.  
 
Conversely, a relative standard uses reference buildings as the metric of 
comparison, expressing performance in relation to a comparator 
building. Ideally, reference buildings share the same basic 

                                                 
13 Also called a “technical” standard. 
14 This only applies to non-residential buildings under Ireland’s BER system. 
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Key Observations 

•  Countries increasingly recognize the need to strengthen implementation 
to achieve goals 

•  Codes have become more stringent and complex over time, which can 
make implementation more difficult – important to keep it simple 

•  Most jurisdictions require the review of building designs for compliance 
with the building energy code; some also inspect buildings to ensure code 
compliance; Post occupancy or ‘outcomes-based’ assessment is rarely 
practiced. 
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Common Elements of Implementation Systems 
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1.  Capacity Building and Education 
 
2.  Compliance Checking Systems: Design, Construction and Commissioning (Note: many 

jurisdictions only check building design, but growing understanding of need for more 
extensive, yet cost-effective checks to produce energy efficient buildings) 

 

3.  Compliance Checking Tools: Mainstreaming Compliance 
Compliance-checking software, clear rules for simulation-based compliance 
User guides 
 

4.  Building Material Testing and Labelling 
Test protocols: tailor to local conditions (e.g. India) 
Independent labs 
Clear labels to make compliance easier 
 

5.  Evaluation of the Overall Process 


